
Spring Hello card be Olesya Kharkova

!  

Materials used: Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; Spring Meadow (YG3), Grass Green (GR3); Summer 
Sun (YL2), Bubble Gum (PK3), Deep Black (BK4), Cool Gray (CG8), White cardstock, sisal, die-cuts, Bird 
stamp by FA081 Lesia Zgharda, Altenew Beautiful Day stamp set, Ranger Super fine detail clear embossing 
powder, Memento Tuxedo Black ink, a white gel pen, Wink of Stella pen. 

Instruction: 

1. Stamp several floral images using 
Memento Tuxedo Black ink and heat 
emboss with clear powder. Using the 
bullet nib of the Grass Green pen 
infused for 2-3 seconds, color the 
darkest areas of the leaves. Blend the 
previous color with the bullet nib of the 
Spring Meadow pen infused for 2-3 
seconds. For the petals use the bullet nib 
of the Bubble Gum pen infused for 2 
seconds and the Summer Sun pen 
without infusing for the centers.  
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2. Use the bullet nib of the Deep Black pen infused 
for 2 seconds to color the darkest areas and blend it 
with the same nib of the Cool Gray pen infused for 2 
seconds. Use this pen again but infused for 10 
seconds to color the bird’s belly moving from the 
centre to the tail. To color the rest of the belly and 
make it look like titmouse’s take the bullet nib of the 
Summer Sun pen infused for 7 seconds. For the 
branch you can take the Bark and the Hot Cocoa pens 
with their bullet nibs and use them as regular 
markers. 

3. Create a wreath with sisal, fasten it to a 
circle panel with a stapler and decorate it 
with die-cuts and branches. 

4. Mount the birds with flowers onto a card 
panel with three layers of foam tape and adhere 
the panel in its turn to a card base with double-
sided tape. 
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5. Add a little sparkle to the images with a Wink of Stella pen and clear sequins. Don’t forget about the 
sentiment. 

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on the 
website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Olesya’s blog http://as-if-by-magic-ivy.blogspot.ru/ 
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